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Have them get involved in coming up with reasons. Did you get any helpful tips for your anchor charts?
Check out our other favorite anchor charts to teach writing. Sentences can be posted as desired for example,
one student per week. Thanks to these generous teachers for sharing their best writing ideas with us â€” you
ladies are great! Measuring Height This is not standard anchor chart size, but your students will love it.
Source: teachingwithtlc. You can also just fold up your chart to cover the bottom half and slide down to
reveal. Often, they will give me ideas that never even crossed my mind. Now students can get a good look at
what it means to dig deeper. This can be such a tough topic for kids to grasp. Morning Duties From the start of
the day, kids do much better when they know what they are expected to do. Source: kcrewkidsrock. They use
them to check their work, spell words, or find ideas. Problem and solution? Sight-Word Sing-Along This is a
fun idea for teaching teach sight words. Also click on the link for some rhymes that make it easy to remember
the value of each coin. Source: Unknown  When I conference with a student, I just whip out a relevant chart
for a handy visual. Tips for making Anchor Charts Anchor charts can take a long time to make, so here are 7
time-saving tips I learned: Practice on a Post-it note! Writing Realistic Fiction This anchor chart reminds
upper elementary students how to create realistic stories. Give your students a scenario and ask them to find
the chart that may help. It really walks your students through the process, so they have all the elements they
need to create their own story.


